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Introducing RGF Logistics
With a transport fleet of over 100
vehicles and warehousing located on
three individual sites in Birmingham,
RGF provides scalable logistic solutions
designed to meet the increasing
demands of businesses today.
We utilise modern systems to back up the process
including track & trace and inventory management.
RGF are an ideal one stop solution for all your
logistics needs.

Not just a traditional haulier...
We may have started out as a traditional haulier
more than 45 years ago, but RGF Logistics Ltd has
evolved into a major 3PL logistics provider. We offer
a wealth of experience in the provision of logistics
solutions for a variety of industries. We have
longstanding associations with companies in the
automotive, construction and FMCG sectors. We not
only deal with West Midlands companies but also
businesses UK wide - we also work with customers
who are looking for comprehensive distribution and
logistics solutions. This includes global companies
wishing to store and distribute goods throughout
the UK.

3PL Logistics
Our Head Office boasts over 6 acres of freehold land
& has over 130,000 sq. ft. of warehouse space with
excellent access through 30 loading bays.
Following extensive refurbishment we are able to
fulfil all our clients' requirements from one central
location in Birmingham. The new facility increases
our capacity considerably and provides us with the
necessary infrastructure to expand our range of
client services further still. Operational efficiency
has also been improved with a more centralised
warehousing location.
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Longstanding Success. RGF Logistics Limited has been a leading road haulage
and logistics services company for the last 40 years.

Traditional Haulage

General Haulage:

Haulage Services:

General Overview

How we operate...

What we offer...

With a haulage fleet of over 100 vehicles,
RGF will transport your full load cargo
throughout the UK and Europe

RGF Logistics provides general haulage
services to companies throughout the UK
and Europe

RGF Logistics offer a range of traditional
haulage services to cater for your specific
needs

RGF Logistics Limited has been providing general
haulage services for over 45 years.

All haulage operations are controlled from our
transport hub in Garretts Green, Birmingham.

Our vehicles carry goods throughout the UK and
our services include full loads, back loads and
return loads.

Over that time we have become a well known
respected brand especially in the Midlands and
we offer a range of services to help businesses
ship their goods.

We employ dedicated transport managers to
control the entire haulage process and offer
modern systems to facilitate this.

We continually invest in our haulage fleet to
ensure it is modern and utilises green
technologies. Our fleet currently consists of more
than 100 vehicles, 150 trailers and moffett
mounted forklifts.

RGF has its own mechanics and repair workshop
to maintain and set service intervals as specified
by vehicle manufacturers and legal requirements.
Our services include cloud based booking systems
and two vehicle tracking systems, one of which is
'client specific'.

Our contract haulage offering is based around
providing your organisation with a haulage service
where the identity and branding of your company
is not diminished in any way. We provide liveried
vehicles and uniformed drivers for this purpose.
We can offer palletised freight solutions which
include overnight distribution throughout the UK
and distribution throughout Europe within 48
hours of collection.

Warehousing & 3PL
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Experts in 3PL. RGF is a leading transport logistics provider utilising logistics
warehousing with a modern and sizeable dedicated transport fleet.

Warehousing & 3PL:

Warehousing & 3PL:

Warehousing & 3PL:

General Overview

How we operate...

What we offer...

We provide a comprehensive 3PL solution
for your business with quality warehousing
services and a modern distribution fleet

RGF has dedicated warehousing available at
prime locations in Birmingham as part of
our 3PL logistics solutions

Our 3PL services are fully scalable and
completely tailored to suit the needs of our
customers

RGF Logistics Limited offers dedicated
warehousing at a number of prime sites for safe
storage and management of your goods.

We will scale our warehousing operations to suit
your individual requirements. We offer a wealth of
in-house services to manage your goods. These
include pick and pack, inventory management,
product re-working, re-labelling, re-branding and
re-packaging services. We can take your product,
store it safely and then distribute it on our fleet to
your chosen destination.

RGF Logistics Limited is a major 3PL solutions
provider to companies operating throughout the
UK. We have many years experience in this field
and offer tailored and scalable solutions for our
customers.
We provide a full range of 3PL services to offer our
customers a single one stop solution for your
logistic needs.
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One important fact to note is that RGF Logistics
Limited owns all its company assets outright. This
includes our fleet and warehousing facilities which
have all been purchased outright.

Our warehousing forms part of an integrated
transport and distribution system (3PL) where our
dedicated fleet will carry your goods on to their
final destination.
In essence, we will store your products securely in
one of our facilities, manage the stock inventory
and distribute the goods where and when it is
required. The process is completely seamless and
backed up by robust systems.

The process is backed up by experienced
transport managers at our Head Office. Your
deliveries are tracked 24/7 on our system and all
our drivers are contactable at any time.

DVSA Approved Testing
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DVSA Testing. We offer independent DVSA testing and associated services to
local businesses.

DVSA Approved Testing:

Our Approved Testing Facility:

Repair & Maintenance:

General Overview

Testing Services

HGV Workshop..

Our DVSA approved test centre in
Birmingham is a new and popular service
with testing available 3 days per week

Our ATF testing centre is DVSA approved
and provides an excellent service for vehicle
and trailer testing

Our HGV workshop is a 24/7 double shift
operation where we maintain our vehicle
fleet and fleets for other customers

RGF Logistics Limited offers a DVSA Approved Test
Centre at our Garretts Green site in Birmingham.

Our full range of services include:

RGF Logistics Limited has its own HGV workshop
based at our Garretts Green site for this very
purpose.

The test centre has been extremely popular with
businesses in the area. We now book out the test
lane 3 days per week and business continues to
grow. We also have a 24/7 dedicated onsite
vehicle workshop where we can offer you truck
and trailer repairs.
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This can prove beneficial, especially if your vehicle
fails a test as it can be repaired and re-tested on
the same site.

-

Full MOT test HGV/PSV
PG clearance / retest
Tests available at short notice
Voluntary Brake test to DVSA spec
Smoke test to DVSA spec
Headlight test to DVSA spec
Full MOT prep work
LEZ testing
Credit card payments taken
Loading blocks available

The HGV garage workshop is a 24/7 operation
based on a 2 shift pattern. We regularly maintain
over 100 vehicles in our fleet and more than 150
trailers. This gives us absolute control and also
allows us to get our vehicles quickly and safely
back on the road if there is any kind of failure. This
is great news for our customers, as whilst
breakdowns from time to time are inevitable,
there will always be another well maintained
vehicle ready as a speedy replacement.

Company History
Founded in 1969, RGF Logistics Limited
has celebrated over 45 years service in
the haulage and distribution industry.
The company, founded by Richard Ford, was known
originally as Richard Ford Limited though it has been
recently rebranded as RGF Logistics Limited. The
business is still privately owned to this day, and has
built up a worthy reputation as one of the UK's high
quality hauliers.

RGF Today
RGF’s own fleet has grown considerably and now
includes over 100 modern vehicles and more than
150 trailers. We also have tail-lift and moffett
options to accommodate our clients' needs. Our
fleet is maintained on a 24/7 basis via our own
vehicle workshop, which works on a double shift
basis. In 2012, the company installed a DVSA
approved vehicle testing facility, which has been a
huge success with bookings now taken for private
companies 3 days per week. RGF’s own vehicle fleet
is also tested at this facility.

Sustained Investment
Our reputation is derived from the company's
continual and long serving investment in equipment
and technology. Our vehicle fleet is constantly being
updated with low emission systems and fuel
efficient engines. Our back office and support
systems are constantly being refined to cater for our
clients ever changing needs.
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